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Various families of permutations of {I, 2, .__ , n) present combmatorial interest. Among them 
are involutions and permutations with certain pattern restrictions. We regard such a family pot’ 
permutations as a language, and regard the minimum finite automaton M(F) which accepts F as 
a partially ordered set. This approach has provided a tool in proving enumeration I-esults concern- 
ing certain classes of restricted permutarions. We describe such instances and discuss order- 
theoretical questions concerning M(F). 
Introduction, definitions and notation 
Let F be a set of permutations on the set [n] = (1,2, . . . , n). A poset P is chain- 
pemmtatianal with respect to F iff the arcs in the Hasse diagram of P (i.e., the 
covering relations of P) cau be labeled with labels from [n] so that 
(i) the labels along each maximal chain of P form a permutation in F, and 
(ii) every permutation from F is obtained exactly once. 
Furthermore, P is a minimal chain-permutatiunai poset with respect to F if, in addi- 
tion, it is minimal with respect to the number of elements, 
Construction 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 provide a proof of existence and essential uni- 
queness of the minimal chain-permutational poset P(F), thus justifying the nota- 
tion. The reader familiar with the subject of formal languages and finite automata 
will recognize that the minimal chain-permutational poset P(F) may be perceived 
as a finite automaton, M=M(F), which accepts the language F, it has one initial 
state (the minimum element of P(F)) and one final state (the maximum element of 
P(F)), a transition function determined by the edge-labeling in P(F), and a unique 
accepting path for each word in F. Furthermore, M has the minimum number of 
states. Construction 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are akin to the Myhill-Nerodc theorem 
pertaining to finite automata (see, e.g., 141). Thus, this paper is intended to bring 
to the reader’s attention some combinatorial results obtained by regarding a finite 
automaton as a partially ordered set. Previously, Bjijrner [2] studied questions pcr- 
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raining to hereditary languages and matroids.  He looked at finite aut, )mata ccep- 
ting F, under the name of  representations. The minimal representat ion,  called the 
universal representat ion by him, is our M(f ) .  BjOrner defined a natural  order rela- 
tion on the representations,  in which M(F)  is the maximal element. Here we sum- 
marize some of  the results of  [7] and relate them to automata  theory. In a future 
paper we will explore further the potential  of  adopt ing an order theoretic point of  
view in the context of  formal languages. 
Throughout  the paper we will use interchangeably the notat ion P(F )  and M(F)  
and the terminology of  poser and automata  theory. 
As a first example of  a chain-permutat ional  poser, we mention the Boolean lattice 
B,, corresponding to the language F S,,, the symmetric group on n elements. 
More generally, it" Q is any poser, then the lattice of  order ideals of  Q, denoted 
I(Q), is chain-permutat ional  with respect to F - the l inear extensions of  O. The 
elements of  Q can be numbered 1, 2, . . . ,  n in an order-preserving manner and then 
the covering I I <1~ between two elements in I(Q) can be labeled by the unique ele- 
ment in 12 - I l . Clearly, the maximal chains in I(Q) give the l inear extensions of  O, 
each precisely once. The minimal i ty of  I (Q) is due to the fact that any linear exten- 
sion of  any ideal of  Q can be extended to a linear extension of  all elements of  Q, 
thus ]I(Q)] is the min imum number of  elements possible. 
In fact, the main result of  Section 1 is the character izat ion of M-M(F)  which 
are distr ibutive lattices. This happens if and only if F is the family of  l inear exten- 
sions of  some part ial ly ordered set under a suitable labeling of  its elements. 
Section 2 contains the construct ion and a brief discussion of  the chain- 
permutat ional  posers for permutat ions in &, subject to certain pattern restrictions. 
Throughout  the paper,  we use the "two- l ine notat ion"  to denote permutat ions,  
and we write the permutat ion a ~ S,, as the ordered n-tuple o-(1), 0(2) . . . . .  o-(n). 
Given any 3-letter pattern, i.e., a permutat ion g ~ $3, we say that a c S,, avoids 
L) i ff for no 1 _< i I < i 2 < i~ _< n do a( i  1 ), a(i2), a( i  3) bear the same magnitude relation- 
ships as ~o(1),0(2),0(3). For example,  the permutat ions which avoid g=123 are 
those having no increasing subsequence of  length three; as a second example, 
a=25314 contains the pattern g -213  twice, as 214 and as 314; in fact, this o- does 
not avoid any of  the six 3-letter patterns. 
Let &,(g) be the set of  permutat ions in S,, which avoid the pattern co. It is known 
(see for instance [5]) that 
i s , , (o ) l  c , ,  - 
n + 1 n . 
which is the nth Catalan number,  independent ly of  the specific choice of  g ~ S 3. 
There are easy bi jections between any two of  S,,(132), S.(213), S.(231) and 
S.(312), as well as a simple bi jection between S.(123) and S.(321), by reading the 
permutat ions right to left, or replacing a( i )  by n+l -o - ( i ) ,  or doing both. 
Moreover,  these bijecfions carry over to i somorph isms/ant i - i somorph isms between 
the associated minimal chain-permutat ional  posets, hence one need only consider 
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the minimal chain-permutational posets for, say, F=S.(132) and F=S.(123).  
These posets were introduced in [6], where they proved to be helpful tools for resolv- 
ing enumerative problems concerning the two families of permutations S~(132) and 
S.(123). We give below explicit constructions of the posets P(S~(132)) and P(Sn(123)). 
In further studying order theoretical properties, it turns out (see [7]) that for each 
n_>4, the poset P(S.(123)) is a supersolvable lattice, but not semimodular, while 
P(S~(132)) is EL-shellable, but not semimodular, and not supersolvable. Thus, in 
particular, both families are EL-shellable and, hence, Cohen-Macaulay. Using 
results of Stanley [3] about EL-shellable posets, the Zeta polynomial is determined 
in the sense of finding 
F~ ~'"(O, bt'", 
m ~ 0 
the generating function for the number of multichains of m elements. It is the same 
for both P(S,(132)) and P(S,(123)), hence the two posets have not only the same 
number of maximal chains as previously known, but also the same number of chains 
of each length. 
Section 3 is a brief description of the automaton for the language consisting of 
the involutions in Sn. 
1. Existence, uniqueness, and general properties of minimal chain-permutational 
posets 
Obviously, minimal chain-permutational posets are ranked, have unique least and 
largest elements, denoted 0 and 1, respectively, and the height of P(F) is the smallest 
n such that Fc_ S,. 
Let x ~ P(F). Then the set of labels along each 0-x saturated chain is completely 
determined by x. In particular, if x.> a, b and a, b .>y, then opposite dges of the par- 
rallelogram xaby have the same label. 
It is not true in general that if FCF',  then P(F) is a subposet of P(F'). For exam- 
ple, the minimal chain-permutational poset for the involutions in $4 (see Fig. 5 for 
the Hasse diagram) is not a subposet of the Boolean lattice B 4. 
Given a collection of permutations Fc_ S,, the following construction produces a
minimal chain-permutational poset with respect o F. 
Construction 1.1. General construction of a minimal chain-permutational poset. 
Let F___ S, and let W(k) denote the number of elements in P(F) having rank k. 
Clearly, W(0)= W(n)= 1. 
First we give a lower bound for W(k), then we show that this bound is achievable. 
For each A c_ [n], [A[ =k, O<_k<_n, put 
S(A) = {a~F:  {a(1) . . . . .  a(k)} = A}, 
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and define the equivalence relation R A on S(A) by setting aRAr  iff for every permu- 
tation al, a2 . . . . .  a/,. of  A and every permutation bl, b2 . . . . .  b,, k of [n ] -  A, we have 
al,a 2 . . . . .  ak ,a (k+l  ). . . . .  ~7(n)eF ¢~ al,a 2 . . . . .  ak, r (k+l )  . . . . .  r (n )eF ,  
a(1) . . . . .  ~7(k),bl,b 2 . . . . .  b,~ keF  ¢~ v(1) . . . . .  v(k),b~,b2 . . . . .  b,, ~eF.  
If  aRAr  we will say that a and r are A-compatible. Thus, a and r are A- 
compatible precisely if the chains in P(F)  corresponding to a and r are allowed to 
share their element of  rank k = ]A I. 
Let W(A)  denote the number of  equivalence classes of  S(A) with respect o R A. 
Then 
W(k) >_ Y~ W(A), (,) 
A 
where A runs over the k-element subsets of  [n]. 
We will now describe the construction of  a poser P = P(F)  with equality achieved 
in ( .) .  
Let P have W(A)  elements, Aj ,A  2 . . . . .  A I~(A), at rank [A! for each A c_ [n]. Each 
A i denotes a different compatibil ity class with respect to R A. Similarly, for 
B=A U{b},  b~A,  we have BI,B2 . . . . .  Bw(~) of rank k+l .  We let Br cover At, iff 
Ap ('1 & is nonempty. Label this covering with label b. 
Now, each a E F belongs to a unique sequence of equivalence classes with respect 
to the equivalence relation defined by @, {a(1)}, {a(1), a(2)}, ..., [n], and along the 
coverings of  this chain in P the labels produce a;  therefore we obtain each a ~ F ex- 
actly once as a chain label in P. 
Conversely, from the construction of  P and the definition of  compatibility, every 
chain in P yields a permutation from F. Finally, IPI-- Y'A c M W(A),  and thus, by 
(*), achieves minimum cardinality. 
Now the essential uniqueness of  the chain-permutational poset of  a collection of  
permutations can be proved by showing that any chain-permutational poset with 
respect to F is isomorphic with the poset constructed above. We summarize by 
stating the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a subset o f  S,,. Then 
(i) there exists a chain-permutational poset P with respect to F, 
(ii) fo r  every chain-permutational poset P with respect o F there exists an order- 
homomorph ism f rom P onto a minimal chain-permutational poset with respect o F, 
(iii) the minimal chain-permutational posets with respects to F are pairwise order- 
isomorphic. 
In view of  Theorem 1.2 we are justified in referring to the minimal chain- 
permutational poset with respect o F, and we will denote the poset constructed in 
Construction 1.1 by P(F) .  
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We have the following characterization f the situations when P(F) is a distri- 
butive lattice: 
Theorem 1.3. Let Fc_ Sn, let (P, <_) be a distributive lattice, and let Q denote the 
set o f join-irreducible lements of  P. Then P= P(F) if  and only if F is the set of  
linear extensions of  (Q, <_ ). 
(Note that the labeling of the join-irreducible elements in terms of which the linear 
extensions are written in F need not be itself an order-preserving labeling.) 
Proof.  Sufficiency: It is well known that if Q is the set of join-irreducible lements 
of a distributive lattice P, then P is isomorphic to the set I(Q) of order-ideals of Q, 
ordered by inclusion (see, e.g., [1]). The isomorphism of I(Q) to P(F) has been 
shown in the introduction. 
Necessity: Suppose P(F) is a distributive lattice. Let its covering relations be 
labeled in accordance with F. Let Q be the set of join-irreducible lements of P(F). 
Label the elements of Q as follows: for each xe  Q let y be the unique element which 
x covers; assign to x the same label as that of the covering x.>y in P(F). Now let 
Z be any element of P(F). We claim that along every maximal 0-Z chain, the edge- 
labels are those of the different join-irreducibles less than or equal to Z. We induct 
on the rank of Z, rk(Z). For rk(Z) = 1, this is trivially true. Suppose the claim is true 
if rk(Z) < k, and let now rk(Z) = k. If Z is join-irreducible, then the unique edge inci- 
dent with it from below must have a label different from all others below Z, else 
there would be a 0-1 maximal chain in P(F) whose labels do not form a permuta- 
tion. If Z is not join-irreducible, let ZI, Z 2 ..... Z m be the elements which it covers, 
m >_ 2. Then each Z i lies above exactly one irreducible fewer than Z does, say qi. In- 
ductively, the claim is true for Z i and then the edge Zi~Z must be labeled with the 
same label as qi, otherwise there would exist two 0-Z saturated chains, exactly one 
passing through Z i, whose labels form different sets. This again would lead to 
some 0-3 chain whose labels do not constitute a permutation. Thus the claim is 
proved. 
It follows now that along any maximal chain, successive dges bear the labels of 
successive join-irreducibles in order-preserving fashion, since P(F) is the lattice of 
order ideals of Q. However, the labeling of Q itself may not be an order-preserving 
map Q-~ [n]; so F=aLet 1, where L is the family of linear extensions of Q describ- 
ed in terms of an order-preserving labeling of the elements of Q, and a ~ Sn is a 
suitable permutation which renames the elements of [n]. [] 
2. The chain-permutational posets associated with restricted permutations 
With the definitions given in the Introduction, we will now construct P(Sn(123)) 
and P(Sn(132)). A recursive construction was first given in [6]. Here we include 
direct descriptions of these posers, which we owe to the referee's observations. 
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Begin with the lattice B,, of all subsets of In] ordered by inclusion. The elements 
of P(S,,(132)) and P(S,,(123)) are the same as those of B,,. In order to describe the 
covering relations in P(S,,(132)) and P(S,,(123)) we first represent each subset X of 
In] by an n-tuple (xl ,x2 . . . . .  x,,)e {0, 1}", where xi= 1 iff i eX .  
Construction 2.1. Construct ion o f  P(S,,(132)). Let A <B in P(S,,(132)) iff A CB,  
iB l - lA l+ l ,  and a~ <_a, <_ ... <_aj ~, where a / -0  and /~/-1. For such A and B, 
label the covering relation A <B with label j. (See Fig. 1.) The resulting poset is in- 
deed chain-permutational with respect o S,,(132): first suppose that j<  k and that 
the label j precedes the label k along some maximal chain. Let A <B and C<D be 
the coverings labeled by , /and  k along this chain. Then bl <- b~ <_ ... <_ b~ i <- b~ <- "'" <- 
b~ i. But h i -1  implies b ;~ . . . .  bk ~ 1, hence there is no label I, j< l<k ,  
following k. Thus, every chain is labeled by a permutation in S,,(132). 
Because the labeling of the covering relations coincides with the labeling in 
B,, = P(S,,) (as in the Introduction), no two chains are labeled by the same permuta- 
tion. Conversely, for every ~7eS,,(132) the condition of avoiding the pattern 132 
ensures that there exists a maximal chain labeled by a. Note that for every subset 
A of In], the permutation obtained by ordering the element of A decreasingly and 
following them by the elements of the complement of A ordered increasingly, is in 
S,,(132), and thus [P(S,,(132))1_>2". Therefore, the poser constructed above is 
minimal chain-permutational with respect o S,,(132). 
Construction2.2. Construct ion  o f  P(S,,(123)). In the framework established 
above, let A<B in P(S,,(123))iff ACB,  B- IA l+ l ,  and either a l=a, -  . . . .  
a~ j -Oor  e l sea /~-a i+= . . . .  a,, 1. If this is the case, then the covering rela- 
tion is labeled by j. The verification of" the conditions for a chain-permutational 
poser with respect o S,,(132) is similar to that in Construction 2.1. The argument 
for minimality is based on the observation that for every A C In], the permutation 
Fig. 1. P($5(132)). 
1 
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obtained by arranging the elements of A in decreasing order, followed by the 
elements of the complement of A also in decreasing order, is a 123-avoiding per- 
mutation. (See Figs.2 and 3.) 
Of course, each of P(Sn(123)), P(Sn(132)) can be regarded as a subposet of the 
Boolean lattice B,,. Observe that the chain-permutational posets P(Sn(132)) and 
P(S,(132)) are not isomorphic for n>4,  since the latter has an atom with the pro- 
perty that it is covered by every rank two element which is not join-irreducible, 
whereas in P(S~(132)) no three of the rank two elements which are not join- 
irreducible cover the same atom. 
The structural properties of P(Sn(132)) and P(Sn(123)) mentioned in the In- 
troduction will not be discussed further here. We will give only the Zeta function 
of these posets, relying on their EL-shellability. 
5 1 
5 3 
l 2 3 
1 4 
Fig. 3. P($5(123)). 
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For the sake of completeness we include the definition of EL-shellability: A (rank- 
ed) poset is edge-wise lexicographically shellable (EL-shellable) if its covering rela- 
tions admit an EL-labeling, that is, an integer labeling with the following two 
properties: 
(a) for every pair x<y, there exists a unique chain X=Xo<X 1< . . .  <Xrn  =y along 
which the labels form a (weakly) increasing sequence; 
(b) the label sequence along the chain in (a) precedes lexicographically the label 
sequence of every other x-y chain. 
Further related concepts and results, some of which will be used here later, appear 
in the beautiful survey article [3]. 
It is not hard to see that for each n_> 1, the poset P(Sn(123)) is EL-shellable: 
replace each transition label l by n + 1 - l ,  to obtain an EL-labeling. The type of 
recursive construction given for P(Sn(123)) in [71 leads to EL-shellable posers under 
more general conditions. 
For the sake of brevity we refer the reader to [7] for the proof of EL-shellability 
for P(Sn(132)). Figure 4 shows P($4(132)) with an EL-labeling. 
Let Zn(k, 123) and Z,(k, 132) denote the number of multichains O=Xo<_Xl<_ 
• .. _<xk= 1 in P(S~(123)) and P(S,(132)), respectively. The generating function 
Z.(k,P)t k 
k>_l 
is known, see, e.g. [3], to be a rational function of the form p( t ) / ( l - t )  ~+I, for 
any ranked poset P of rank n. If  P is an EL-shellable poset, the coefficients of the 
polynomial p(t) have a combinatorial interpretation, amely, 
p(t)= ~ fl(S)t Isi+~, 
Sc[n 11 
where fl(S) is the number of maximal chains 0=x0<xl  < "'" <x ,  = 1 in P for which 
the descent set is precisely S [3, Theorem 2.2]. We state without proof: 
2 3 
I 3 
Fig.4. P($4(132)) is EL-sheilable. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let Pn denote the chain-permutational poset of  either S~(123) or 
Sn(132). Then the generating function for the Zeta polynomial of  P~ is 
Z(m,P~)t ~ = tEj>_o Cn- j ( "y ) ( t -1 )  j 
m ( l - - t )  n+l ' 
where 
Ck: k+l  k 
is the kth Catalan number. In particular, P(S~(123)) and P(Sn(132)) have the same 
number of  (multi)chains of  each length. 
Finally, for n_>2, the posets P(S~(123)) provide an answer in the negative to a 
question asked by Bj6rner in [2]. To an EL-shellable poset Q, Bj6rner associates the 
(left hereditary) language L(Q) consisting of  the words which are sequences of  
labels along 0-x chains for x ~ Q. I f  Q is a distributive lattice, he proves that L(Q) 
is a greedoid, that is, it also has the property that for every pair of  words W, U from 
the language, if length(W)<length(U) ,  then there exists a letter a in U such that 
the word Wa (concatenate W with a) belongs to the language L(Q). Bj6rner asks 
if L(Q) is a greedoid for every Q in some larger class of  EL-shellable posets, in par- 
ticular, in the class of  supersolvable lattices. As mentioned above, P(S,(123)) is 
supersolvable, but S~(123) together with its prefixes does not form a greedoid: in 
this language, the word W=n is not extendable by either letter of  the word 
U= (n - 1)n. 
3. P(F) for the involut ions in Sn 
Let F n denote the set of  involutions in S n, i.e., those permutations s in Sn such 
that s(s(i)) = i for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n (see Fig. 5). Then note that either n is a fixed point 




Fig. 5. P(F4), where F4 is the set of involutions in $4. 
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t ranspos i t ion  in terchang ing  n and some k, 1 _< k < n - 1, and  .s" res t r i c ted  to { 1, 2 . . . . .  ,,, } 
- {k ,n}  is an  invo lu t ion  in / : ; ,  : .  Th is  leads  to the  recurs ive  const ruct ion  o f  P(F , , )  
f rom one  copy  o f  P(t-I, i) and , '1 -1  spl i t  cop ies  o[" P(F, ,  e)- 
In [7] we deve lop  fo rmulae  fo r  the  Whi tney  numbers  o f  P(F , , )  v iewed as a rank-  
ed poset ,  and  show that  it is rank-symmetr ic  and  rank-un imoda l ,  w i thout  admi t t ing  
a symmetr ic  cha in  decompos i t ion .  
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